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The Seals Best Man Special Ops Homefront 2 Kate Aster
Lily Green lives by her daily to-do list. Lists have guided her through some of the darkest parts of her life. But none have prepared her for the bodyguard hired to protect her and the diamonds she's working with. Grayson Warren is an overbearing alpha, everything she doesn't want. Or is he? Desperate to save his ailing business, former Navy SEAL Grayson "Storm"
Warren is willing to take on any job, including protecting an infuriating list-making lingerie designer. Sexy doesn't even begin to describe Lily Green. One touch. One kiss, and Grayson's protecting more than diamonds.Can Grayson show Lily there's more to life than lists?
Bridget Needham knows first-hand how a Special Ops man can shatter a girl’s heart. She’s still kicking herself over the one that got away⋯ after watching him get down on one knee and propose to someone else. After giving up her career to re-open her aunt’s struggling bed-and-breakfast inn, the last thing she needs is a sexy-as-sin SEAL showing up on her
doorstep—especially when the secrets of her past still threaten to keep her from holding onto love. Besides, this guy might have a Greek god bod and an impressively large power drill, but he also has a girlfriend two thousand miles away. Former Navy SEAL Maddox Kerry hadn’t intentionally landed himself in Annapolis during Commissioning Week—the one week when
it’s next-to-impossible to find a place to stay. So it’s mission-critical that he convince an adorably awkward innkeeper whose bed-and-breakfast is closed for renovations to let him stay. And hey, if he finds himself hoping for a little more than the customary turn-down service, who can blame him? Yet every time the chemistry sparks between them, she runs for cover. Any
other guy would shrug his shoulders and move on. But he can’t walk away when he senses the pain behind her prim exterior. Because Maddox Kerry isn’t any other guy.
Colt Adler: I’m trying to picture him, way back when. But how can I? All I see now is the Army Ranger he’s become. Intoxicating smile. Sculpted arms. To-die-for eight-pack. And enough medals on his uniform to set off airport security from a mile away. He doesn’t resemble the kid who shared my tree house with me, along with every perfect memory of my childhood. He
protected me—long before he protected our country. And he knows it all. Every hope and dream in my heart. Every vulnerability I hide from everyone but him. Every secret⋯ Except one. One tiny lie that I’m discovering I want desperately to be the truth. Because he’s not the only one who’s changed since we were ten. But I can’t risk a friendship that’s lasted eighteen
years—even when his lips are so close that I’m wondering if he’ll finally kiss me⋯ ⋯or kiss me not.
I know exactly what I want. And it has nothing to do with the hot Navy SEAL I picked up in a bar. Really... it doesn't. Even though the pressure of his lips on mine fires me like a hot kiln, and the feel of his ripped chest beneath my hungry fingertips... Wait... I'm digressing. Focus, Allie. Since graduating from college, I've been juggling two jobs while fostering abandoned
dogs, with my sights set on opening a rescue kennel. I'll do whatever it takes to succeed, even if it means fighting back my cravings for the man who's been fueling my fantasies since I got my first taste of him in a hotel elevator. This guy is too full of secrets. Dark ones, hidden behind his ice blue eyes. Secrets of his Special Ops past and of a billionaire family that
employs half our town. He won't let me into his world, and it's for the best. Logan Sheridan is more than I can handle. But when he slips his way into my life, searing the memory of his rock-hard body pressed against mine into my consciousness, all I can do is remember that night in the elevator... ...and ask for more, please.
The SEAL’s Instant Family
The Best Man
From the Earliest Times Till the Reign of Queen Victoria
Living with a SEAL
31 Days Training with the Toughest Man on the Planet
Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler chronicles his month of living and extreme fitness training with a Navy SEAL in the New York Times and #1 LA Times bestseller LIVING WITH A SEAL, now with two bonus chapters. Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler will try almost anything. His life is about being bold and risky.
So when Jesse felt himself drifting on autopilot, he hired a rather unconventional trainer to live with him for a month-an accomplished Navy SEAL widely considered to be "the toughest man on the planet"! LIVING WITH A SEAL is like a buddy movie if it starred the Fresh Prince of Bel- Air...and
Rambo. Jesse is about as easy-going as you can get. SEAL is...not. Jesse and SEAL's escapades soon produce a great friendship, and Jesse gains much more than muscle. At turns hilarious and inspiring, LIVING WITH A SEAL ultimately shows you the benefits of stepping out of your comfort zone.
An epic account of the Navy SEALs of Alpha platoon, the startling accusations against their chief, Eddie Gallagher, and the courtroom battle that exposed the dark underbelly of America’s special forces—from a Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter “Meticulously assembled and brilliantly written . . .
[a] remarkable and engrossing book.”—The New York Times By official accounts, the Navy SEALs of Alpha platoon returned as heroes after their 2017 deployment to Mosul, following a vicious, bloody, and successful campaign to drive ISIS from the city. But within the platoon a different war raged.
Even as Alpha’s chief, Eddie Gallagher, was being honored by the Navy for his leadership, several of his men were preparing to report him for war crimes, alleging that he’d stabbed a prisoner in cold blood and taken lethal sniper shots at unarmed civilians. Many young SEALs regarded Gallagher
as the ideal special operations commando. Trained as a sniper, a medic, and an explosives expert, he was considered a battle-tested leader. But in the heat of combat, some in his platoon saw a darker figure—a man who appeared to be coming unhinged after multiple deployments in America’s
forever wars. Their excitement to work with a tough, experienced chief soon gave way to a grim suspicion that his thirst for blood seemed to know no bounds and a belief that his unpredictability was as dangerous as the enemy. In riveting detail, Pulitzer Prize–winning New York Times
correspondent David Philipps reveals the story of a group of special operators caught in a moral crucible—should they uphold their oath and turn in their chief, or honor the SEALs’ unwritten code of silence? It is also a larger story of how the SEAL Teams drifted off course after 9/11, and of
the “pirate” subculture that festered within their ranks—a secret brotherhood that, in a time of endless war with few clear victories, made the act of killing itself the paramount goal. The investigation and trial following Alpha’s deployment—and Gallagher’s ultimate acquittal on the most
serious charges—would pit SEAL against SEAL, set the Navy brass on a collision course with President Donald Trump, and turn Gallagher into a political litmus test in a hotly polarized America. A page-turning tale of battle, honor, and betrayal, Alpha is a remarkable exposé of the fault lines
fracturing a country that has been at war for a generation and counting.
** A USA Today Bestselling Book ** Retired Navy SEAL Chris Cassidy knows the bro code—no messing around with teammates’ sisters. However, Chris never was one for following rules. Besides, his teammate Rick’s gorgeous sister Darci is worth breaking the rules for. Darci Mann is tired of being
alone. Since Zane, the bad boy SEAL she formerly had a crush on, fell in love with someone else and her best friend Ali found her own happy ending Darci’s feeling her single status extra keenly. Though she suspects her brother’s buddy Chris would be willing to change her status . . . if she
decides to let him. When a routine assignment turns deadly and Chris switches from charming joker to capable trained warrior willing to kill or die to save Darci’s life, she might have to reevaluate her feelings about the perpetual bachelor and her own future. Look for the other steamy Navy
SEAL romance reads in the high action-adventure contemporary romance USA Today Bestselling Hot SEAL series written by New York Times bestselling author Cat Johnson. If you love books by Suzanne Brockmann, Cristin Harber, Lynn Raye Harris, Susan Stoker, Alison Kent, Lora Leigh and the like,
pick up the free Hot SEALs series starter Night with a SEAL and dive into the world of the Hot SEALs! Explore the world of Cat Johnson's Hot SEALs Night with a SEAL (Free first in series starter) 1 Saved by a SEAL 2 SEALed at Midnight 3 Kissed by a SEAL 4 Protected by a SEAL 5 Loved by a SEAL
6 Tempted by a SEAL 7 Wed to a SEAL 8 Romanced by a SEAL 9 Rescued by a Hot SEAL 10 Betting on a Hot SEAL 11 Escape with a Hot SEAL 12 Matched with a Hot SEAL 13 SEAL the DEAL 14 Topics: Military romance, action-adventure romance, Navy SEAL romance, men in uniform, men out of uniform, best
friend's brother, brother's best friend, forced proximity, friends to lovers, pirates, rescue, connected series romance, contemporary romance, romantic comedy, romantic suspense, Hot SEAL Team, Red Hot SEALs, Navy SEAL Romance
FUBAR. The day my life fell apart, I was introduced to this term. It’s comforting to know there’s one word that completely defines my life. Go ahead. Look it up. And right next to the term, you might see a picture of me as the example, sweltering in a 40-pound princess gown in front of my
castle beside a kiddie coaster … … and flanked by the sexiest piece of man candy that ever walked this earth: Dylan Sheridan. The same Dylan Sheridan who’s an Olympic medalist turned MMA fighter turned billionaire entrepreneur. The same Dylan Sheridan who destroyed my best fantasy the moment I
realized he’s just a cock-sure narcissist who thinks I have a single-digit IQ. And I won’t fall for him. Even when my life spirals out of control and he’s the only one who reaches into the hurricane to pull me out. Because even though you see his rock-hard body standing by my side … we’re just
faking it.
Seal Team Seven
SEAL the Deal
Hot SEAL, Bachelor Party
The Eye of the Seal
The SEAL's Holiday Babies

If anyone can resist a man in uniform, it should be Becca … As the young widow of a Soldier, the sister of a Navy SEAL commander, and the business partner of a handful of tempting SEALs, Becca Shey-Corridan knows all too well that those sexy-as-sin uniforms can come with a
lot of heartache. Now, she prefers a simpler life, focusing on raising her son and running the ice cream shop she and her late husband once dreamed of opening together when he retired from the military. She has no interest in falling for another Army officer... until a
chance meeting in the woods with Delta Force squadron commander Liam Carter changes her life forever. As the snow falls on her first holiday in her new home, will destiny give Becca a second chance at love?
Most women want to f*ck me and most men want to kill me. That’s who I am. Fearless…not afraid of dying, never thinking beyond one day at a time. But there’s something that still keeps me awake at night. She’s the only woman I ever loved. I close my eyes and can still feel
her soft body covered in sweat, That tight a$$ and those perky n*pples. It was all mine until... I screwed it up. But now I am back to claim what’s mine. Once again, I want to adore those dark hair and her beautiful globes As she rides atop me like Lady Godiva riding
through the streets of Coventry. As a SEAL, I am not used to second chances. I told ya, I am a fearless, son of a b*tch. Dead inside for so many years. But now I am back. Annabel Lee – I am home, and I am home for you. Would you be ready to give me a second chance?
This is a fictional novel about a family from Sweden who immigrated to Wisconsin in the early 1900s. The fourth-generation grandson becomes a well-decorated Navy SEAL. He is wounded in combat, and thanks to an invention by his father, he becomes a medical miracle. He has
vision-related powers that allows him to do incredible things. He becomes a Robin Hood, stealing from the rich and giving to the poor. He takes hundreds of millions from casinos and uses that money to build a wounded warrior’s village. It is called Jake’s Place, named
after a fallen comrade. Jake’s Place houses and employs all disabled vets. The village is completely owned and operated by the disabled vets, and you must be a wounded warrior to reside in the village. It’s a thrilling fictional novel that will keep you on the edge of your
seat and wanting more. It’s packed full of suspense, tragedy, heroism, sex, murder, terrorism, and revenge. You will not be able to put this book down.
In the postcard-perfect seaside town of Annapolis, Maryland, the bestselling romance series begins… Lieutenant Commander Mick Riley, a member of the fabled SEAL Team Six, can't pull his eyes from Lacey Owens. Yet she is the type of woman he wants to avoid – the kind that
gets him thinking about settling down, spawning kids, and finding lower-mortality employment. Lacey has her own reasons for avoiding Mick. Tired of living in the shadow of her financial mogul sister, this real estate agent has tossed ethics aside to succeed, putting the
tempting SEAL well out of her reach. But when their circles of friends collide, Lacey can't avoid Mick's rock-hard abs and a smile that melts her into a pool of hot wax. Friendship blossoms and passion simmers... even as she struggles to conceal the unethical business plan
that brought him into her life. SEAL the Deal is a full-length novel about the fine line that divides friendship and love, and the unexpected joy of crossing it.
Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General Resources of Alaska: Reports on condition of seal life on the Pribilof Islands by special Treasury agents ... 1868 to 1895 ... by D.S. Jordan
Seal Team Seven #21
Twice Tempted
More, Please
Protecting Caroline: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense
SEAL Team Seven is sent into Iraq to locate and destroy four hidden atomic weapons—but when their CIA mole is murdered before he can pass on vital information, the mission goes from difficult to impossible. Meanwhile, the President of Iraq and the head of Al Qaeda are making plans to detonate one of their atomic bombs somewhere in America. Now, when the SEALs do their job, three out of four ain’t
bad—it’s cataclysmic…
Life is about to change for Lieutenant Jack Falcone. Stationed at the U.S. Naval Academy, Jack has just learned he's headed back to the SEALs as an Anti-Submarine Warfare Expert. He's got six weeks left in Annapolis... six weeks to convince Maeve that some pasts are worth revisiting. How can she resist? When Maeve said good-bye to Jack eight years ago after a weekend fling, she never expected he'd
return to her life, and wind up the best man in the wedding of her friends, Mick and Lacey. But a lot has happened in the years they've been apart... just enough to make a relationship with him impossible. If she can resist temptation for just six more weeks, her secrets will be safe. Six weeks... starting... now... The SEAL's Best Man is a full-length novel about what happens when the low sizzle of a weekend
fling blazes into a bonfire that could burn for a lifetime.
Mason Adler: Hot. Cocky. Sugar-coated Bad Boy. The type of man who knocks the big “O” clear to the front of the alphabet every time. Wrap up that eight-pack with Navy khakis and top it off with a shiny SEAL Trident, the kind that makes the girls swoon. That’s Mason. My best friend. For me, he’s off limits. Now that I've finished college, I need to focus on my writing career. And without his help, I don’t stand
a chance. But I need something from him. Something only he can give me. So I’ll pull the blinds. I’ll toss my inhibitions. I’ll call it “research.” And I won’t let my heart get involved, especially with him leaving at the end of the week. Leaving me … even though my very soul is still in his grasp.
A survey of the economic resources of Alaska in the early territorial period of 1868 to 1895 including seal and salmon fishing, in particular in the Bering Sea and Pribilof Islands, and the condition of native peoples, as well as the operations of the Alaska Commercial Company. Includes annual reports of agents in charge of seal islands.
A is for Alpha
Alpha
Faking It
No Reservations
Hindsight
If you want something done right, pick the best man for the jobAs the best man, Navy SEAL Jacob "Rooster" Fowler is only responsible for two things-the bachelor party and getting the groom to the wedding on time. Enlisting the help of the wedding planner, he has a hell of a bachelor party planned. While trying unsuccessfully to keep his hands off the wedding planner, he's in charge of a party complete with a stripper
popping out of a cake. What could possibly go wrong?What can go wrong will, at the worst possible momentCasey Wesson promised the bride, the groom and a potential client that she's an expert and can manage a wedding beautifully. Her friend is counting on her, the groom trusts her, and her business depends on this wedding going off without a hitch. When the stripper doesn't show up to jump out of the cake, Casey has
no choice but to fill in. One thing leads to another and she ends up in bed with the best man, waking up to a missing groom the day before the wedding. On a mission to locate the groom, the best man and the wedding planner discover a plot to stop the wedding and a love they never expected. ** BACHELOR PARTY ** is part of the Brotherhood Protectors Series. It is also in the "SEALs in Paradise" connected series. Each
book can be read as a stand-alone. They do not have cliffhanger endings and do not have to be read in any particular order.
Desperate to save her coffeehouse from ruin, the last thing Leia Bellamy needs in her life is a man … especially when it’s the same one who deserted her after their shotgun wedding when she was 20 years old. But eight years have passed, and the young ensign she loved is now a hardened warrior and Navy SEAL, Lieutenant Aidan MacDermott. When Aidan returns to Annapolis for the promotion ceremony of his former
SEAL commander, all Leia wants to do is avoid him for his two-week stay… a taller order than she can manage since he’s part owner in the ice cream shop next door to her coffeehouse. Aidan barely resembles the man who reluctantly broke Leia’s heart solely to protect her dreams of a future—a secret he never revealed to her. But the truth comes out when destiny—and a lovable dog—seem determined to give Aidan and Leia a
second chance at love.
Lieutenant Blake Murdock and his seven-man unit from SEAL Team Seven's Red Squad embark on a perilous mission to recover a Japanese freighter carrying nuclear fuel from the renegade Iranian fanatics that hijacked it.
Navy SEAL Kenton Fitzpatrick has his life planned out. Retire from the military in a few years, find a lovely woman, get married, have kids. But all that gets thrown off when he comes home from a mission ahead of schedule and finds a beautiful woman with toddler twins and a slobbery dog living in his house. Mia Kingston, who gained custody of her nieces when her sister died, lost her apartment in a fire, so Kenton’s mom
thought it would be fine for her to stay in his house while he was deployed. Though having a family living with him isn’t ideal, Kenton agrees to let them stay. With his life plan set in stone, he has no worries that a free spirit like Mia will throw him off track. But when an enemy from Kenton’s past surfaces looking for revenge—and puts Mia and the twins in his sights—Kenton may have to accept a change in plans. Mia always
intended to return to her apartment once repairs were completed. And she never intended to fall for a sexy SEAL. Then again, even with the chaos of the twins, the threats on their lives, and Kenton’s frustrating need to plan everything, Mia’s never been happier. Having lost her parents at a young age, it’s nice to have a family—even if it’s not quite real. While Kenton’s focused like a laser on keeping them all safe, Mia’s
struggling to keep her heart safe from falling too hard, too fast. Will it take nearly losing Mia for Kenton to realize he can’t live without her?
Kissed by a SEAL
Fling-worthy
BFF'ed: A Friends-to-Lovers Romance
Hot SEAL, Bachelor Party: A Brotherhood Protectors/SEALs in Paradise Crossover Novel
Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General Resources of Alaska: Reports by H. W. Elliott and Lieut. W. Maynard, U. S. N., on the fur-seal fisheries, etc., of the Pribilof Islands, and by Rev. S. Jackson on "Reindeer in Alaska" and "Education in Alaska," with comments on Elliott's and Maynard's reports by D. S. Jordan
Who put the “O” in Aloha? Yeah, that’s me. Camden Sheridan. A guy who will bring you to “O” faster than you can text it. Former Army Ranger with the standard issue 8-pack. And now, a bartender who’ll get you safely back to your hotel after too many margaritas… and you won’t want me to leave. Believe me, you won’t. I live life by my rules in my bachelor pad paradise here on the Big Island of
Hawaii. Until a Ranger brother needs me to take care of his little girl while he deploys. A four-year-old cockblock in pigtails. My sex life comes to a screeching halt. Then the babysitter shows up. Annie. Smart, principled, good with kids. All the things I don’t look for in a woman. I want her anyway. Annie’s got a fortress of secrets surrounding her. But I’ll break it down and claim her as mine. If this kid
will just take a nap.
How far will one man go to save the life of a stranger? More importantly to Caroline, will he do it twice? Matthew "Wolf" Steel hated flying commercial. Luckily his job as a Navy SEAL meant he didn't have to do it very often. He'd been unlucky enough to be assigned a middle seat on the cramped jet, but fortunately for him, the woman next to him was willing to switch seats with him. Hoping for a
relaxing flight, Wolf was pleasantly surprised at the good conversation and sense of humor the woman had as they flew 36,000 feet over the countryside. When Caroline boarded the plane to Virginia to move across the country for her new job she never expected to be seated next to the hottest guy she'd ever seen. She also never expected he'd be so easy to talk to. She knew he'd never be interested
in talking to her if he hadn't been trapped in the seat next to her, but it was a nice way to spend a long plane ride. Neither Wolf nor Caroline were prepared for a terrorist hijacking of their plane, but if Caroline thought that would be the last time she'd see, or need, Wolf, she'd be sorely mistaken. **Protecting Caroline is a stand-alone love story. It's Book 1 in the SEAL of Protection Series.** --- Read
what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling Author "Riveting action and characters you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and nail-biting romantic suspense, then
you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.” Sawyer Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense, heartwarming charm, and downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in love with.” Lainey Reese, USA Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker” Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author “Another winner! Sexy and action-packed, what I’ve come to expect
from Susan Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling Author "Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of her books! Now.” Carly Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire SEAL of Protection romance series! Protecting Caroline Protecting Alabama Protecting Fiona Marrying Caroline Protecting Summer Protecting Jesskya Protecting Julie
Protecting Melody Protecting the Future Protecting Kiera Protecting Alabama's Kids Protecting Dakota Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long
romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother, Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, protect, damsel in
distress, free book, free, permafree, hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Killeen, Fort Hood, Navy SEAL, California, San Diego, sailor, prosthetic, veteran, military, Emotional, HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary,
Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
When a fanatical group of extremists attempt to break away from Greece by kidnapping and threatening to execute a U.S. congressional delegation, Lieutenant Blake Murdock and his SEALs team plan a dark rescue mission.
Rough-around-the-edges Gabe Nolan grew up poor in a bad neighborhood and literally fought his way to the top, learning discipline through boxing and earning a college degree. Now the owner of the nation’s most popular chain of sports adventure stores, he enjoys wealth and women, but neither can diminish the pain of losing the girl of his dreams to his best friend. Brianne Whitcomb is all set to
marry Eric, a man who’s perfect for her in every way—except for the fact he’s not Gabe. But Gabe didn’t fight for her when he had the chance, and it’s obvious he views her only as a friend. He’s even agreed to be Eric’s Best Man. Only when Eric fails to show up for the wedding, Gabe takes on a new role: Brianne’s confidante and shoulder-to-cry-on. The more time they spend together, the more
friendship turns into an irresistibly tempting passion. With no idea if or when Eric will return, Gabe and Brianne tentatively explore whether their physical attraction can lead to something lasting. But Gabe’s fear that he’ll never be good enough is the toughest opponent of all. Will Gabe take on the fight of his life to win Brianne’s love?
Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General Resources of Alaska: Reports on condition of seal life on the Pribilof Islands by special Treasury agents ... 1868 to 1895 ... by D. S. Jordan
Seal Team Seven 02: Specter
Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers of the Great Seal of England
The SEAL's Best Man
Hot SEALs
A HERO'S SURPRISE Bridesmaids Creek, Texas, loves weddings. So favorite son Ty Spurlock hatches a plan to bring his single cowboy friends to town to woo the local ladies⋯as long as they stay away from Jade Harper. Ty secretly wants the gorgeous redhead for himself⋯even though he's about to leave town to join the Navy SEALs. Jade refuses to stand in the way of Ty's dream of
being a SEAL⋯but she also can't hide her precious surprise—two precious surprises!—when her hero comes home for Christmas. The whole town is in on a secret that's about to rock Ty's world. Head over heels for his twin girls, he's ready to do the honorable thing. But how can Jade say yes to a man who was never meant to be tied down?
The answers you've been waiting for... in the follow-up novella to No Reservations! When former Navy SEAL, Maddox Kerry, sweeps Bridget Needham off her feet, slips a ring on her finger, and talks about "forever," her life should be a fairy tale romance. But a mysterious envelope hidden away in a wall threatens to shatter Bridget's happily ever after. Maddox has pulled off plenty of
rescues in his time with the SEALs. But as the minutes count down to their impending wedding, can he save Bridget from letting her past destroy her future?
If you want something done right, pick the best man for the job As the best man, Navy SEAL Jacob “Rooster” Fowler is only responsible for two things—the bachelor party and getting the groom to the wedding on time. Enlisting the help of the wedding planner, he has a hell of a bachelor party planned. While trying unsuccessfully to keep his hands off the wedding planner, he’s in charge of
a party complete with a stripper popping out of a cake. What could possibly go wrong? What can go wrong will, at the worst possible moment Casey Wesson promised the bride, the groom and a potential client that she’s an expert and can manage a wedding beautifully. Her friend is counting on her, the groom trusts her, and her business depends on this wedding going off without a hitch.
When the stripper doesn’t show up to jump out of the cake, Casey has no choice but to fill in. One thing leads to another and she ends up in bed with the best man, waking up to a missing groom the day before the wedding. On a mission to locate the groom, the best man and the wedding planner discover a plot to stop the wedding and a love they never expected. ** BACHELOR PARTY **
is part of the Brotherhood Protectors Series. It is also in the “SEALs in Paradise” connected series. Each book can be read as a stand-alone. They do not have cliffhanger endings and do not have to be read in any particular order.
You've heard the joke... Know how to figure out if a guy’s a pilot? He’ll tell you. Yep. Cocky? Arrogant? Player? That’s generally the impression I like to give women. Outside of my 8-pack and medals for valor, when it comes to women’s expectations of me... I try to keep the bar low enough so that I can roll over it. Until Kaila comes along. She’s like every fantasy I could conjure - that
night I made her soul-searing eyes glaze over with passion as she cried out my name... Several times, because I’m very thorough. It should have been enough for me. It’s not. But with my past - and a secret I’ve kept even from my brothers - I know I’m not capable of giving her what she deserves. I know it... ... even with hindsight.
Protecting Lily
Fur Seal Arbitration. Proceedings of the Tribunal of Arbitration, Convened at Paris...
Fur Seal Arbitration
Falling For The Seal
Kiss Me Not

Stein Adler: The first time I saw him, he was splitting logs like my filthiest lumberjack fantasy. A Delta Force hero with a heart of gold… hidden behind pecs that should be sculpted in marble. And then there’s that eight-pack that renders me speechless as I stare at him from behind a bush during my vacation. He’s not what I’m looking for. Really. A fling with Stein is the polar opposite of
the calm, peaceful week I planned when I booked this trip. His piercing eyes are full of secrets that should make me run for cover. But if he can handle a woman as masterfully as he handles that axe… well, he might be enough to pull me out of my post-divorce gloom. So I’ll strike a deal with him. I can’t resist. It’s not often an accountant like me comes across a man this… fling-worthy.
There’s a hot billionaire in the carpool line that has every mom putting on her lipstick before she drops her kid off to school. Me included. But I can’t be tempted by a body hewn from granite or eyes that could melt the polar ice caps… because that hot billionaire is also my boss, Ryan Sheridan. Single moms like me can’t play with fire. Especially not when I’ve finally landed a job that pays
a decent salary, and even managed to buy a townhouse where I can raise my son without my parents looking over my shoulder, shaking their heads. So I’ll keep reminding myself that, even as his sapphire eyes pry their way into my heart, threatening to unlock the secrets that I keep hidden in a dark corner of my soul. My past could destroy the life I’ve built for my son and me. I can’t
afford full disclosure.
A young man in the employ of the government secret service is sent from Washington to New York on a delicate mission. On his return, with the papers for which he had been sent in his possession, he is obliged to evade pursuit. Followed by his enemies, he takes refuge in the vestibule of a church, where he is received joyously by a group of people who seem to take him for a missing
member of a wedding party. He finds himself propelled up the aisle and is under the impression that he is acting as the best man. It is only when the ceremony is nearly over that he realizes that he is being married.
Hostile Fire
Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General Resources of Alaska
Reports on condition of seal life on the Pribilof Islands by special Treasury agents ... 1868 to 1895 ... by D.S. Jordan
Proceedings of the Tribunal of Arbitration, Convened at Paris, Under the Treaty Between the United States ... and Great Britain, Concluded at Washington, February 20, 1892, for the Determination of Questions Between the Two Governments Concerning the Jurisdictional Rights of the United States in the Waters of Bering Sea
Eddie Gallagher and the War for the Soul of the Navy SEALs
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